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DPI CONCEPTS M INI GAZEBO
1.5m x 1.5m

Also referred to as a branded kiosk, our Mini Branded Gazebo is the perfect choice for portable 
sales stations such as HIV testing stations, airtime sales counters, photo booths as well as 
street vendors or large outdoor campaigns where space and budget is limited. The 
ultra-compact Mini Branded Gazebo consists of an aluminium “Pop Up” collapsible 
rust proof frame with full colour dye sublimated water proof branded roof top 
and overhangs. Optional branded side and back walls are available in full 
and half height, single or double sided. All our Mini Band half height, single or double sided. All our Mini Branded Gazebo’s 
are shipped with a nylon carry bag, ground pegs and tie downs. 

Facts:

Size: 1.5m x 1.5m

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas 

Packing Size: 300mm (h) x 1570mm (w) x 300mm (d)

Weight: 13kg

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty
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Finally, a quality portable gazebo that packs up smaller than 1.3m. The Compact Gazebo is for special order only, 
it is used for large scale jobs from 50 to 500 units at a time. Available in 1.5m x 1.5m, 2m x 2m, and 2.4m x 
2.4m, this Gazebo offers unbeatable value. We offer two fabric options with this gazebo, the first being a 
140gsm coated fabric which is a lighter fabric but still 100% waterproof. This option is used for large 
scale promotional orders where the tops do not require extended durability, The second option is 
our 250gsm coated canvass fabric which we use across the board. This fabric is very durable 
offering a lifespan of 3 offering a lifespan of 3 years. The COMPACT GAZEBO consists of a “Pop Up” collapsible 
aluminium rust proof frame with quick release easy sliders and moulded connectors. 
The COMPACT GAZEBO is supplied with an attached full colour dye sublimated water 
proof branded roof top and overhangs. Branded side or back walls, single or double 
sided, are available as additional options. The COMPACT GAZEBO is supplied with a 
carry bag making for easy transportation. Rope and ground pegs are also included. 

Facts:

Sizes: 1.5m x 1.5m, 2m x 2m, 2.4m x 2.4m 

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas 

Packing Size: 300mm (h) x 1270mm (w) x 300mm (d)

Weight: 15kg

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS COM PACT GAZEBO
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Create high visibility in any outdoor location with our entry level super affordable aluminium pop up gazebo. 
Our Classic Branded Gazebo consists of an aluminium “Pop Up” style frame with attached full colour branded 
roof top and overhangs. Optional branded side and back walls are also available in full and half height, single 
or double sided. All our Classic Gazebo’s are shipped with a nylon carry bag, ground pegs and tie downs 
and rubber mallet. As with all of our gazebos the frame is rust proof, but our Classic Gazebo is the 
best option for short term promotions, brand activations and product launches where the focus 
is on the bis on the brand itself. We only use the best quality 100% waterproof coated canvass fabric 
across our entire range regardless of the frame you choose so you are always guaranteed 
that your brand will look its best. 

Facts:

Size: 3m x 3m

Graphic Panel: 
Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas 

Packing Size: 
300mm (h) x 1570mm (w) x 300mm (d)

Weight:Weight: 17kg

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS CLASSIC GAZEBO
3m x 3m
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DPI CONCEPTS SM ART SHADE DELUXE GAZEBO
3m x 3m, 4.5m x 3m, 6m x 3m

Our Smart Shade Deluxe Branded Gazebo is the perfect mid-range gazebo providing durability at an affordable price. 
The anodized aluminium frame has an excellent strength vs weight ratio, an excellent option for promotions and 
brand activations as well as regular weekend events. As with all our Gazebos, the frame is rust proof, very 
quick and easy to setup, and comes with ropes, ground pegs, rubber mallet, and a nylon carry bag. 
Optional branded side and back walls are also available, single or double sided and full or half 
height. All our branded rooftops and walls include full colour, full coverage graphics 
using only the best qualiusing only the best quality imported coated gazebo canvas which is 100% 
waterproof. 

Facts:

Available Sizes: 3m x 3m, 4.5m x 3m, 6m x 3m

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas 

Packing Sizes: 
380mm (h) x 1620mm (w) x 380mm (d) (3m x 3m)
450mm (h) x 1620mm (w) x 380mm (d) (4.5m x 3m)450mm (h) x 1620mm (w) x 380mm (d) (4.5m x 3m)
550mm (h) x 1620mm (w) x 380m (d) (6m x 3m)

Weight: 24kg (3m x 3m), 35kg (4.5m x 3m), 50kg (6m x 3m)

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS SM ART SHADE DELUXE GAZEBO
6m x 3m 

Our Smart Shade Deluxe 6m x 3m Branded Gazebo is the ideal solution when additional shade 
and brand exposure is required. The anodized aluminium frame has an excellent strength 
vs weight ratio and as with all our Gazebos, the frame is rust proof, very quick and 
easy to setup, and comes with ropes, ground pegs, rubber mallet, and a nylon 
carry bag. Optional branded side and back walls are also available, single or 
double sided and full or half height. All our branded rooftops and 
wwalls include full colour, full coverage graphics using only 
the best quality imported coated gazebo canvas which 
is 100% waterproof. 

Facts:

Size: 6m x 3m

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas 

Packing Size: 380mm (h) x 1620mm (w) x 550m (d)

Weight:Weight: 48kg 

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS SM ART SHADE HEAVY DUTY DELUXE GAZEBO
3m x 3m 

Our flagship gazebo is our Smart Shade Heavy Duty Deluxe Gazebo. We have proven over and over again that this 
Gazebo is far superior to any other Gazebos available in South Africa. Although the frames are heavier than most, 
the strength and longevity they offer cannot be matched. With oversized and extra thick support trusses, no 
storm is too strong for this super-frame. From beach events to MX race events to the Cape Epic, this 
frame continues to impress. It consists of a super strong “Pop Up” type Aluminium frame with 
attached Branded roof top and overhangs printed on the same top quality canvass we use 
across the board. Optional bacross the board. Optional branded side and back walls are also available in full and half 
height, single or double sided. The carry bag is upgraded to a handy Flight Case with 
wheels making for easy transportation. The Deluxe Gazebo is also supplied with 
nylon tie downs, heavy duty Ground pegs and a Rubber Mallet. 

Facts:

Size: 3m x 3m 

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas 

Packing Size: 380mm (h) x 1620mm (w) x 380mm (d)

Weight: 35kg

Warranty: 6 Year factory hardware warranty
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If you require a larger branded gazebo than our standard 3m x 3m but don’t have space for our 6m x 3m, 
then look no further than our Smart Shade 4.5m x 3m Heavy Duty Deluxe Branded Gazebo. We have 
proven over and over again that our unique range of Heavy Duty  Deluxe Gazebos are far superior 
to any other Gazebos available in South Africa. From beach events to MX race events to the Cape 
Epic, this frame continues to impress. It consists of a super strong “Pop Up” type Aluminium 
frame with attached Branded roof top and overhangs printed on the same top quality 
cacanvass we use across the board. Optional branded side and back walls are 
also available in full and half height, single or double sided. The carry bag 
is upgraded to a handy Flight Case with wheels making for easy 
transportation. The Deluxe Gazebo is also supplied with nylon 
tie downs, heavy duty Ground pegs and a Rubber Mallet. 

Facts:

Size: 4.5m x 3m 

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas 

Packing Size: 450mm (h) x 1620mm (w) x 380mm (d)

Weight: 45kg 

Warranty: 6 Year factory hardware warranty

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS SM ART SHADE HEAVY DUTY DELUXE GAZEBO
4.5m x 3m
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Make a statement in any outdoor location with our Smart Shade Heavy Duty Deluxe 6m x 3m Branded Gazebo. Smart Shade 
Our Heavy Duty Deluxe Branded Gazebo is currently the strongest in its class and undoubtedly the best looking as well. 
We have proven over and over again that this Gazebo is far superior to any other Gazebos available in 
South Africa. With oversized and extra thick support trusses, no storm is too strong for this 
super-frame. It consists of a super strong “Pop Up” type Aluminium frame with attached 
Branded roof top and overhangs printed on the same top quality canvass we use 
across the board. Optional bacross the board. Optional branded side and back walls are also available in 
full and half height, single or double sided. The carry bag is upgraded 
to a handy Flight Case with wheels making for easy transportation. 
The Deluxe Gazebo is also supplied with nylon tie downs, heavy 
duty Ground pegs and a Rubber Mallet. 

Facts:

Size: 6m x 3m 

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas 

Packing Size: 550mm (h) x 1620mm (w) x 380mm (d)

Weight: 60kg 

Warranty: 6 Year factory hardware warranty

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS SM ART SHADE HEAVY DUTY DELUXE GAZEBO
6m x 3m
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Our Smart Shade Heavy Duty Deluxe 8m x 4m Gazebo is not only the largest in our range but the largest pop up type gazebo currently available in South 
Africa. Each leg has a heavy duty Castor Wheel attached to it making opening and closing the gazebo a breeze. Our Smart Shade Heavy Duty Deluxe 
Branded 8m x 4m Gazebo is currently the strongest in its class and undoubtedly the best looking as well. Although the 
frames are heavier than most, the strength and longevity they offer cannot be matched. It consists 
of a super strong “Pop Up” type Aluminium frame with attached Branded roof top and 
overhangs printed on the same top quality canvass we use across the board. 
Optional bOptional branded side and back walls are also available in full and half 
height, single or double sided. The Smart Shade Deluxe Gazebo is 
supplied with Smart Shade brandednylon tie downs, heavy duty 
ground pegs, rubber mallet and nylon slip cover. 

Facts:

Size: 8m x 4m 

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas 

Packing Size: 600mm (h) x 2000mm (w) x 400mm (d)

Weight: 90kg

Warranty: 6 Year factory hardware warranty

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS SM ART SHADE HEAVY DUTY DELUXE GAZEBO
8m x 4m
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DPI CONCEPTS TELESCOPIC BANNERS
2m, 3m, 4m, 6m 

Our Telescopic Banners are available in four heights namely: 2m (h), 3m (h), 4m and 6 (h). What sets our Telescopic Flags apart from others 
is the fact that the actual pole system is constructed of light-weight fibre glass making them easier for handling and shipping and inherently 
rust proof. The supplied deluxe (extra length) ground spike is chrome plated to avoid rusting. For use indoors or on hard surfaces we have 
two freestanding base options, namely: Indoor Cross Base (single flag system) and Cluster Base (four flag system). To create a flag fountain 
effect on soft surfaces an optional effect on soft surfaces an optional Four In One Flag Fountain is available. Optional Water filled bags can be purchased and placed over these 
bases to make it more stable in higher wind conditions. Optional Water filled bags can be purchased and placed over these bases to make it 
more stable in higher wind conditions. All our Telescopic Flags are supplied with deluxe nylon carry bags.

All our custom branded Telescopic Flags are printed digitally in full colour using the tried and tested traditional method of dye sublimation 
whereby dye based inks are fixated into the fabric yarn and not just simply printed on the surface of the fabric. This means the product is
colourfast ie, washable and dry clean safe. We offer Ultrasheen or Airtex fabrics for Telescopic flags, Ultrasheen being the most popular 
with a slight sheen as opposed to Airtex which has small holes on the entire surface of the fabric flag. 

fountain base

water bag

cross base four in 1 spikeflag fountain 

Facts:

Sizes: 2m, 3m, 4m and 6m High

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated Ultra Sheen or Airtex fabric print

Packing Size: 40mm (h) x 1420mm (w) x 150mm (d)      

Weight: 3kg

Warranty: 3 year factory hardware warranty
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Stand out from the rest with our exclusive range of Sharkfin Banners. Our Sharkfin Banners are available in three heights namely: 
2m (h), 3m (h), 4m. What sets our Sharkfin Flags apart from others is the fact that the actual pole system is constructed of light-
weight fibre glass making them easier for handling and shipping and inherently rust proof. The supplied deluxe (extra length) 
ground spike is chrome plated to avoid rusting. For use indoors or on hard surfaces we have two freestanding base options, 
namely: Indoor Cross Base (single flag system) and Cluster Base (four flag system). To create a flag fountain effect on soft 
surfaces an optional surfaces an optional Four In One Flag Fountain is available. Optional Water filled bags can be purchased and placed over 
these bases to make it more stable in higher wind conditions. All our Sharkfin Flags are supplied with deluxe nylon carry 
bags.
All our custom branded Sharkfin Flags are printed digitally in full colour using the tried and tested traditional 
method of dye sublimation whereby dye based inks are fixated into the fabric yarn and not just simply 
printed on the surface of the fabric. This means the product is colourfast ie, washable and dry clean 
safe. 

water bag

Facts:

Sizes: 2m, 3m and 4m

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated Ultra Sheen or Airtex fabric print

Packing Size: 40mm (h) x 1420mm (w) x 150mm (d)      

Weight: 3kg

Warranty: 3 year factory hardware warranty

fountain base cross base 4 in 1 ground peg

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS SHARKFIN BANNERS
2m, 3m, 4m (h)
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Very similar to our Sharkfin and Telescopic banners, the Arc banner is a combination of the two shapes, offering the elegant curve at 
the top and bottom of the print but maintaining full width all the way down. This offers a larger branding surface to allow for maximum 
exposure, giving the Arc banner an edge over other feather banner options. Our Arc Banners are available in two heights namely: 
3m (h) and 4m (h). What sets our Arc Flags apart from others is the fact that the actual pole system is constructed of light-weight 
fibre glass making them easier for handling and shipping and inherently rust proof. For use indoors or on hard surfaces we have two 
freestanding base options, namely: Indoor Cross Base (single flag system) and Cluster Base (four flag system). Optional freestanding base options, namely: Indoor Cross Base (single flag system) and Cluster Base (four flag system). Optional Water filled 
bags can be purchased and placed over these bases to make it more stable in higher wind conditions. All our Arc flags are supplied 
with deluxe extra length ground spikes and deluxe nylon carry bags.

All our custom branded Arc Banners are printed digitally in full colour using the tried and tested traditional method of dye sublimation 
whereby dye based inks are fixated into the fabric yarn and not just simply printed on the surface of the fabric. This means the product 
is colourfast ie, washable and dry clean safe. We offer Ultrasheen or Airtex fabrics for Arc flags, 

Facts:

Sizes: 3m & 4m (h)

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated Ultra Sheen or Airtex fabric print

Packing Size: 40mm (h) x 1420mm (w) x 150mm (d)      

Weight: 3kg

Warranty: 3 year factory hardware warranty
optional bases

cross basefountain base

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS ARC BANNERS
3m & 4m (h)
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DPI CONCEPTS 3D PRISM  BANNERS
3m (h)

Make a statement with this funky new product, stand out from the crowd and really 
capture the attention of your audience as they pass by! We are proud to introduce 
our new and exclusive, patented 3D prism banner. This innovative and eye-catching 
3 dimensional banner offers an extra dimension in outdoor displays. Standard 
accessories include a heavy duty fibreglass pole set and heavy duty double
bearing spike system allowing this product to be used outdoors. It can also 
be used indoors with our standard cross base or cluster base for exhibitions be used indoors with our standard cross base or cluster base for exhibitions 
and trade shows offering unbeatable versatility. 

Facts:

Size: 3m

Graphic Panel: Dye sublimated fabric

Packing Size: 180mm(w) x 80mm (d) x 1600mm (h)

Weight: 6kg

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty

Patent: 2014/02748  Design registration: F2014/00639
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DPI CONCEPTS POP UP A FRAM E
2m x 1m & 2.6m x 1m 

The Pop Up A-Frame is the most convenient banner system designed for indoor or outdoor use. It is very lightweight, it takes less than 1 minute to set up 
and down, and it offers double sided graphics. This is one of our fastest moving outdoor eventing products as it can be used for directional purposes, dual 
branded and multiple brands across one event, and when used with the supplied ground pegs it can withstand any weather conditions. Our Pop Up A-Frame 
consists of a collapsible fibreglass framework with two graphic panels which simply pops open when unpacked from the bag, similar to a typical car dash 
protectoprotector. What sets our Pop up A-frame apart from the rest is the print substrate we use - 250gsm 100% waterproof coated canvass. 
The durability this give the product is unrivalled. It is supplied with four ground pegs and 
a compact circular nylon carry bag for easy storage. The Pop Up A Frame is the perfect 
solution if double sided branding, two way traffic and instant set up and fold down is 
required. If you require a double sided A Frame Banner that sets up in seconds then 
look no further. 

Facts:

Sizes: 2m (w) x 1m (h) or 2.6m (w) x 1m (h)

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas print

Packing Size: 860mm x 860mm x 20mm (d)

Weight: 3kg

Warranty: 3 year factory hardware warranty
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DPI CONCEPTS ALUM INIUM  A FRAM E
2m x 1m & 3m x 1m 

The Aluminium A-Frame is a trusted double sided or triple sided indoor or outdoor branding tool 
which consists of a lightweight, collapsible aluminium frame and two or three full colour, weather 
resistant graphic panels. When used in portrait orientation we supply three prints as well as ropes 
and pegs for stability. This provides a 3D effect so your message is seen from any angle. 

The biggest benefit of using the Aluminium frame over the Popup A-frame system is that 
the prints are interchangeable allowing multiple prints to be used across a range of brands 
or products. The unit is supplied with four ground pegs and a carry bag.or products. The unit is supplied with four ground pegs and a carry bag.

Facts:

Sizes: 2m (w) x 1m (h) & 3m (w) x 1m (h)

Graphic Panel: Full colour reinforced pvc or dye sublimated polyester fabric print

Packing Size:  350mm (h) x 1250mm (w) x 350mm (d)

Weight: 10kg

Warranty: 3 year factory hardware warranty
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Create an upmarket, café style environment with our full colour branded Parasol umbrellas. 
Used outdoors on concrete or paved areas using a 40kg concrete base, or on grass areas 
with the use of a heavy duty ground spike. Our Branded Umbrellas are full aluminium,
inherently rust proof and lightweight and come standard with a slip cover and 40kg 
concrete base.

Facts:

Sizes:Sizes: 2m x 2m, 2.5m x 2.5m, 3m x 3m square 

Graphic panel: Full colour dye sublimated gazebo canvas with reinforced corners.

Packing size: 2550mm (w) x 300mm (h) x 300mm (d)

Weight: Frame with print – 6kg’s, Concrete base: 40 kg

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS BRANDED UM BRELLAS
2m x 2m, 2.5m x 2.5m, 3m x 3m
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DPI CONCEPTS BRANDED DIRECTORS CHAIRS

Branded directors chairs are an excellent add-on to any event, promotion 
or golf day. They are lightweight and ideal for both outdoor and indoor 
events. They are made from the highest quality aluminium with a full 
colour branded backrest and seat. Display your brand in style and 
comfort with these easy to transport, lightweight yet functional 
chairs. 

Facts:Facts:

Size: 800mm (h) x 620mm (w) x 520mm (d)

Graphic Panel: Dye sublimated gazebo canvas fabric

Packing Size: 820mm (h) x 520mm (w) x 100mm (d)

Weight: 4kg

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty 
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Make a statement with this funky new product, stand out from the crowd and really capture the attention 
of your audience as they pass by! The BACKPACK BRANDERS are a highly effective way to mobilize your 
brand or promotion where it counts. This wearable branding pack is lightweight and comfortable, easy 
to assemble and the full colour graphic panels can be changed on-site in seconds. 

There are two shapes to choose from namely: TELESCOPIC or SHARKFIN, 
both are unique in their own right and it’s a personal decision which shape 
works best for works best for your brand. 

Facts:

Sizes: Telescopic: 450mm (w) x 1.25m (h), Sharkfin: +-300mm (w) x 1.2m (h)

Graphic Panel: Dye sublimated fabric

Packing Size: 500mm (h) x 600mm (w) x 50mm (d)

Weight: 2kg

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS BACKPACK BANNERS
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DPI CONCEPTS BRANDED FENCE W RAP
Most commonly used at large events where title sponsors require large scale exposure, fence wraps allow for massive branding space with minimal budget. 
Clients are able to enjoy up to 100m of seamless graphics for specific sites, alternatively fence wraps can be supplied in 3, 5 or 10m lengths with a print 
width of up to 3m. Supplied with re-inforced webbing and eyelets all round, fence wraps are generally installed on speed fencing or perimeter fencing 
but can be used virtually anywhere. Airtex fabric (which allows air to pass through the graphic) is more commonly used for wire and mesh fencing, 
whereas palisade and other hewhereas palisade and other heavier fences require blockout canvas fabric to avoid show-through of the structure itself. 

Facts:

Sizes: Length: 3m, 5m, 10m, up to 100m Height: 1.2m, 1.5m, 1.8m, 2m, 3m. 

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated polyester fabric

Packing Size: N/A     

Weight: N/A

Warranty: N/A
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DPI CONCEPTS FOLD UP TRESTLE TABLE & CAFE CHAIRS

An essential add-on to any outdoor promotion, we now offer convenient fold up tables 
which are easy to transport with the rest of your branded collateral. Our standard 
fold-up trestle table offers a large working area of 1830mm x 760mm. Stackable 
Café chairs are an alternative to our branded directors chairs and are generally 
used where budgets are limited. Our Café chairs have strong aluminium frames 
and come in a variety of colours to match any corporate CI.

Facts:

Size: 1830mm (l) x 760mm (w) x 750mm (h) (Trestle Table)

Graphic Panel: Optional branded table cloth

Packing Size: 77cm X 96cm X 10,5cm (Trestle Table)     

Weight: 16kg

Warranty: 3 year factory hardware warranty

Chair Colour Options
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DPI CONCEPTS BRANDED W IND SOCK
6m (h)

Standing 6m high, our portable windsocks can be seen from over 200m away, 
making them the perfect product to let crowds know where you are situated 
at large sports events, music fesitivals and even golf days. They can also be 
used by event organisers to directional purposes like toilets and food areas. 
This system is the cheapest way to stand out from the crowd wherever you 
are.

Facts:

Sizes: 6m (h)

Graphic Panel: Full colour dye sublimated polyester fabric print

Packing Size:  100mm (w) x 80mm (d) x 1500mm (h)

Weight: 4kg

Warranty: 3 year factory hardware warranty
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Our X BANNER OUTDOOR is the only banner stand of its kind which can be used either indoors or outdoors, it can also be used 
single sided as well as double sided, but that’s not all, because it utilizes an innovative ratchet system the height can also be 
adjusted, this means that you are not forced to use a standard size print for your branding campaigns, we do however 
suggest a common print size which works for most customers, see below for suggested print sizes. 

The X Banner Outdoor is supplied with an attractive water or sand-filled plastic moulded base, once
filled it will not blow over. It incorporates an adjustable telescopic pole, top and bottom tension rods 
and full colour non curl pvc or fabric print. Prints are easily interchangeable and requires no tools of and full colour non curl pvc or fabric print. Prints are easily interchangeable and requires no tools of 
any sort. The X Banner Outdoor is supplied with an attractive water or sand-filled plastic moulded 
base for stability in outdoor applications.
 

Facts:

Size: 600mm (w) x 1.5m (h)

Graphic Panel: Lay Flat pvc or Dye-Sublimated Gazebo Canvas Fabric

Packing Size: 220mm (h) x 520mm (w) x 36mm (d)

Weight: 5kg (empty) or 30kg (filled)

Warranty: 3 Year factory hardware warranty

www.dpiconcepts.co.za

DPI CONCEPTS X BANNER OUTDOOR


